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We review recent result s wit h D. Chelkak and K. Izyurov,10 where we rigorously prove
exist ence and conformal invariance of scaling limit s of magnet izat ion and mult i-point
spin correlat ions in t he crit ical Ising model on an arbit rary simply connect ed planar
domain. T his solves a number of conject ures coming from physical and mathemat ical
lit erat ures. T he proof is based on convergence result s for discret e holomorphic spinor
observables.
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1. Int r odu ct ion
The Ising model plays a central role in equilibrium stat ist ical mechanics. In di-
mension two and above it exhibits an order-disorder phase transit ion. Besides its
mathemat ical interest , the phase transit ion has found successful applicat ions in
the study of ferromagnet ism, lat t ice gases, chemical adsorbates, ecology and image
processing.
The thermodynamics of the 2D Ising model is understood thanks to the work
of Onsager,27 who exact ly computed the free energy, using the transfer matrix
technique. The ne descript ion of the phase transit ion remained mysterious for a
long t ime, limited to the computat ion of the crit ical exponents of the model.
Renormalizat ion group arguments16 suggested that at crit ical temperature, the
2D Ising model model has a universal scaling limit . The int roduct ion of an oper-
ator algebra for the model22 and the insight that 2D crit ical models should have
conformal symmetry in the scaling limit led to the int roduct ion of Conformal Field
Theory (CFT).3,4
The Ising model corresponds to a minimal model of CFT, with central charge
1
2 ,
14 with two nontrivial primary elds: the spin and the energy. Boundary CFT
allows one to deal with various geometries and boundary condit ions: + ,  and
free.8
The connect ion between the scaling limit of the Ising model and CFT however
has remained conjectural. In part icular, one the most emblemat ic achievements of
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CFT techniques has been out of mathemat ical reach: the formulae for the scaling
limit the Ising magnet izat ion and spin-spin correlat ions,7,8 which are for instance
used in condensed matter physics. Recent ly, most of the CFT predict ions for the
Ising model have been proven. In this report , we focus on the spin correlat ions.10
See Sect ion 1.2 for a short review of related results.
1.1. I sin g model a n d con form a l in va r ia n ce
TheIsing model on a graph Gisa random assignment of 1 spins to thevert icesof G.
The probability of a spin congurat ion 2 f 1gG is proport ional to the Boltzmann
weight e H () , where  > 0 is the inverse temperature and H () :=
P
x  y x y
is the energy of the congurat ion  (the sum is over all pairs of adjacent vert ices).
In this paper, we will consider the Ising model on rescaled subgraphs of the
square grid Z2. We are interested in the model at its phase transit ion, which occurs
at the parameter value c = 12 ln
p
2 + 1

.
The spin correlat ions of the Ising model have conformally covariant scaling lim-
its. In,10 the following result about all n-point correlat ion funct ions is proven:
T heor em 1.1. Let  ( C be a bounded simply connected domain. Consider the
critical Ising model with + boundary conditions, on discretizations () of  by
the square grid of mesh size (the distance between adjacent spins is
p
2). Suppose
that @ ! @ in the Hausdor metric as ! 0 Then we have
1
n8
E [a1 an ] !! 0 C
n ha1 an i  ;
where C is an explicit (lattice-dependent) constant and ha1 an i  is an explicit
conformally covariant tensor of degree 18 in each variables.
The formulae for the one-point and two-point functions are given by:
hai  = (
0(a))
1
8 ;
habi  = hai  hbi 

1  e 2d

H (a;b)
 14 ;
where  is the unique conformal mapping from  to the unit disk D with (a) = 0
and 0(a) > 0 (given by Riemann's mapping theorem) and where dH is the hyperbolic
metric on .
1.2. Rela ted resu lt s a bou t I sin g model cor rela t ion s
1.2.1. Spin correlations in the the plane
In the plane (without boundary), a number of massive limits (perturbat ions around
crit icality) werecomputed using transfer matrix. The two-point funct ion (a Painleve
I I I funct ion) was computed by Wu, McCoy, Tracy and Barouch.36 Sato, Miwa
and Jimbo (SMJ) represented spin correlat ions in terms of tau funct ions for
twisted Dirac operators.31{ 34 SMJ's approach was just ied rigorously by Palmer
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and Tracy,29 and recent ly Palmer derived the CFT predict ions by taking the zero-
mass limit of SMJ's tau funct ions.28
In the crit ical regime, the diagonal and horizontal spin-spin correlat ions were
computed by Wu.26 Pinson obtained the spin two-point funct ion using nonlinear
analysis.30 Dubedat derived the 2n-point funct ions using exact bosonizat ion tech-
niques and recent results on monomer correlat ions.15
1.2.2. Energy eld
In the full plane, energy two-point correlat ions were computed by Hecht .18 Using
Temperley-Fisher representat ion and dimer techniques, Bout illier and de Tiliere5,6
computed the n-point energy correlat ions, on periodic isoradial graphs.
In bounded domains, the energy correlat ions funct ions have been computed re-
cent ly.19,20 The scaling limit of the one-point funct ion in the half-planewasobtained
by Assis and McCoy,1 using transfer matrix, in the near-crit ical window.
2. Sket ch of t h e P roof of T heor em 1.1
The overall st rategy to prove Theorem 1.1 is the following:
(1) We compute the logarithmic derivat ives of the spin correlat ions (with + bound-
ary condit ions) in any domain :
(a) We represent the discrete logarithmic derivat ives of the spin correlat ions in
terms of lat t ice spinors.
(b) We formulate the lat t ice spinors as solut ions to discrete Riemann boundary
value problems with monodromies.
(c) We prove the convergence of the lat t ice spinors to cont inuous spinors.
(d) We perform a local analysis of the lat t ice spinors near to extract the asymp-
tot ic behavior of the discrete logarithmic derivat ives.
(2) We obtain the limit of the rat io of the two-spin correlat ions with + and free
boundary condit ions at the same locat ion in the same domain .
(a) We represent this rat io in terms of the same lat t ice spinors as in Part 1(a).
(b) We get that the spinors converge by Part 1(c).
(c) We perform a local analysis of the lat t ice spinors to extract the asymptot ic
behavior of this rat io.
(3) We integrate the logarithmic derivat ives and calibrate the integrals to obtain
domain-independent results:
(a) We integrate the discrete logarithmic derivat ives and obtain the rat ios of
spin correlat ions computed at dierent locat ions in a xed domain.
(b) We prove the rotat ional invariance of the two-spin correlat ion in the full
plane.
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(c) We calibrate the two-point funct ion: we obtain that E [ab]  EC [ab]
taking the limit ! 0 and then ja  bj ! 0, where C is the discret izat ion
of the full plane.
(d) We obtain that 11= 4 EC [ab] ! C
2 1
jx  y j 1= 4 as ! 0.
(e) We calibrate the one-point funct ion: we get that E [ab] 
E [a] E [b] taking the limit ! 0 and then a ! @.
(f) We calibrate the n-point funct ions: we have that E [a0 an ] 
E [a0 ] E [a1 an ] taking the limit ! 0 and then a0 ! @.
(g) We calibrate the cont inuous formulae, given by the integrals of the loga-
rithmic derivat ives computed in Part 1(c).
The technical details of Part 1 are out lined (in the case of the one-point funct ion) in
Sect ion 3 below. The techniques of Part 2 are fairly similar to those of Part 1. Part
3 uses correlat ion inequalit ies (FGK and GHS inequalit ies), results of Wu about
spin correlat ions in the full plane (see also9 for a derivat ion using lat t ice spinors),
and explicit complex analysis computat ions.
3. Logar it hm ic Der iva t ives C onvergen ce
In this sect ion, we state and sketch the proof of one of the key results to obtain
Theorem 1.1 (Part 1 of the proof in Sect ion 1.1). For simplicity and deniteness,
we just consider the case of the one-point funct ion. The proof of the analogous
result for the n-point funct ions contains addit ional subt let ies, but follows roughly
the same strategy.
T heor em 3.1. With the notation and assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we have
1
2

E [a+ 2]
E [a]
 1

!
! 0
@x loghx + i y i 

x + i y= a
:
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Sect ion 3.5 below. The strategy is to represent
the discrete logarithmic derivat ive in terms of a lat t ice spinor (analogous to the
spinors considered by the Kyoto school31{ 34), to prove that the lat t ice spinor con-
verges to a cont inuous one and nally to analyzethe values that give the logarithmic
derivat ives.
3.1. La t t ice spin or
D en it ion 3.1. Let  be a discrete domain and a be the center of a face of , as
in Theorem 1.1. We denote by [; a] the double cover of  ramied at a. We will
ident ify n f a  x : x  0g with one of the sheets +  [; a] that lives above it .
We will most ly consider the vert ices, (centers of) faces, medial vert ices (midpoints
of edges) and corners of [; a], which we will denote by V[;a], V[;a]V
m
[;a] and
Vc[;a] respect ively (see Figure 1).
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We now introduce the lat t ice spinor, which is used to connect the Ising model with
discrete complex analysis.
Vm
V
V
Vc

F ig. 1. T he set s V , V , V
m
 and V
c
 .
D en it ion 3.2. We dene the lat t ice spinor F[;a] at z 2 Vc by
F[;a] (z) =
P
2 C (a+ 2 ;z) 
# edges()e i2 W () (1)L (;a) (; z)
P
! 2 C 
# edges( ! ) (1)L ( ! ;a)
; (1)
where (see Figure 2):
 C is the set of collect ions of closed loops made of edges of  (a collect ion of
edges ! is in C if every vertex x 2  is incident to an even number of edges
of ! ).
 C

a + 2 ; z

is the set of collect ion of edges consist ing in closed loops plus a
path from (the project ions to the single cover of) a + 2 to (the project ion of)
z.
 # edges() is the number of (full) edges of .
W () is the winding number of  from a + 2 to z, i.e.

2 (n`  nr ), where n`
and nr are the numbers of left and right turns when going from a + 2 to z.
 L (; a) is the number of closed loops of  surrounding a.
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a
z
a +

2
F ig. 2. T he lat t ice spinor.
 (; z) = 1 if the lift of  to [; a] start ing from + (the sheet of a +

2 ) ends
on the same sheet as z and (; z) = 1 otherwise.
We extend the denit ion of F[;a] to medial vert ices of Vm[;a] by taking the right-
hand side of (1), mult iplied by a factor 1
cos( 8 )
.
R em ark 3.1. This denit ion (on the corners) corresponds essent ially to the lat t ice
operator h (z)(a) ih(a) i in the formalism of Kadano and Ceva.
22
P rop osit ion 3.1. We have that
E [a+ 2]
E [a]
= F[;a]

a +
3
2

;
where a + 32 2 V
c
[;a] is taken on the sheet 
+
 (as in Denition 3.1).
P roof. The proof of this fact follows from elementary considerat ions: the congura-
t ions on the numerator of F[;a]

a + 32

can be interpreted as the low-temperature
expansion of E [a+ 2], and similarly the denominator as the low-temperature ex-
pansion of E [a]. See10 for more details.
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3.2. D iscrete a n a lysis of the la t t ice spin or
D en it ion 3.3. We say that a funct ion f : V[;a] ! C is s-holomorphic if for
any corner c 2 Vc[;a] adjacent to a medial vertex m 2 V
m
[;a], we have f (m) =
1
2

f (c) + (c  x)f (m)

, where x 2 V[;a] is the vertex adjacent to c and m. In
other words f (m) = P` (c) [f (c)], where P` (c) (A) = 12

A + (c  x)A

.
P rop osit ion 3.2. The lattice spinor F[;a] is the unique solution to the following
discrete Riemann Boundary value problem:
 F[;a] has monodromy 1 around a.
 F[;a] is s-holomorphic on [; a] n

a + 2

 F[d ;a] has a discrete singularity next to a +

2 : on the sheet 
+
 , if we set
A = F[;a]

a + 1 i2 

, we have Pi R [A+ ] = Pi R [A ] = i :
 for any midpoint z 2 Vm[;a] of an edge hvwi , where v 2 [; a] and w =2 [; a],
we have =m

F[;a] (z)
p
w  z

= 0.
P roof. The rst and last propert ies follow from elementary topological consider-
at ions. The second and third follow from XOR biject ions between congurat ions
contribut ing to a medial vertex and a corner. See10 for details and for the proof
that the solut ion to the above problem is unique.
3.3. Sca lin g lim it of the la t t ice spin or
D en it ion 3.4. We dene # () as the probability that a simple random walk on
C (the square grid rotated by 45 degrees with sidelength of a square equal to
p
2)
start ing from (an approximat ion of) 1 hits 0 before f x < 0g.
R em ark 3.2. In other words #
1
n

is the probability, on the standard square grid
Z2, that a simple random walk start ing from (n; n) hits (0; 0) before f (k; k) ; k < 0g.
A variant of Kesten's Beurling est imate23 shows that #
1
n

is of order 1p n .
Den it ion 3.5. Let [; a] denote the double cover of  n f ag ramied around a
and let + be the sheet of [; a] dened as the limit of  (see Denit ion 3.2).
We dene the cont inuous spinor f [;a] : [; a] ! C as
p
0p
 ; where  is the unique
conformal mapping from  to the unit disk D with (a) = 0 and 0(a) > 0. We
choose the square root branches such that <ef [;a] (z) > 0 as z ! a on + .
P rop osit ion 3.3. We have that
1
# ()
F[;a] (z) !! 0 f [;a] (z) ;
uniformly over all a; z away from each other and from @.
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P r oof. We rst obtain a precompactnessresult , and then ident ify the subsequent ial
scaling limits. The proof of both steps in part icular on the possibility to dene a
lat t ice analogue of <e
R
f 2[;a]). See
10 for more details, and also11,13,20,35 for proofs
of convergence based on similar techniques.
3.4. Loca l spin or a n a lysis
We need to extract the behavior of F[;a] right next to the singularity at a. There
is a nontrivial interchange of limit :
P rop osit ion 3.4. We have
lim
! 0
1


F[;a]

a +
3
2


 1

= <e

lim
z! a

1p
z  a

f [;a] (z) 
1p
z  a

:
P roof. This part requires delicate analysis, in part icular discrete versions of 1p z a
and of
p
z  a, constructed on the full-plane lat t ice C, in terms of random
walks. Call them F and R respect ively. It follows from their construct ions that
F

a + 32 

= 1 and R

a + 32

= (on + ) and that F is the lat t ice derivat ive of
R. We have 1#() F !
1p
z a and
1
# () R !
p
z  a as! 0. Proving the statement
of the proposit ion is equivalent to showing that
F[;a]

a +
3
2


 1  a[;a]= o() as ! 0; (2)
where a[;a] > 0 is the right-hand side in the statement of the proposit ion.
Let us dene G[;a] : [; a] ! C as
1
#()

F[;a]  F  a[;a]R

. By Proposi-
t ion 3.3 and the convergence of 1# () F and
1
# () R, we can prove that G ! g as
! 0, where g : [; a] ! R, where g(z) = o
p
z  a

as z ! a.
Let R () denote the domain  reected with respect to the axis
f a + x; x 2 Rg, let G be dened as G[;a]  G[R () ;a]. We have that G

 ! g
as ! 0, where g (z) = o
p
z  a

as z ! a. By symmetry considerat ions, one
can show that G+ vanishes on the half-line

a + 1+ 4k2 : k 2 N

. Similarly, one can
show that G vanishes on the half-line

a  1+ 4k2 : k 2 N

.
A variant of Kesten's Beurling est imate allows us to deduce that in any O ()-
neighborhood of a, G+ and G

 are of order o
p


. As 2G[;a] = G
+
  G

 , we
deduce that G[;a]

a + 32

= o
p


. So, we get the left -hand side of (2) is of
order o
p
# ()

. As we know that # () is of order
p
(see Remark 3.2), we get
(2).
3.5. P roof of T heorem 3.1
P r oof. By Proposit ions 3.1 and 3.4, we obtain that
lim
! 0
1


E [a+ 2]
E [a]
 1

= <e

lim
z! a

1p
z  a

f [;a] (z) 
1p
z  a

:
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It therefore remains to check that the right-hand side indeed equals
2@x loghx + i y i 

x + i y= a
. This follows from an explicit computat ion.
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